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Webinar Overview

 Introduction

Building blocks leading to the development of the 
R&P CO Assessment

Assessment components 

Next steps

Q&A
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Context: The CO Continuum



Building Block 1: CO Objectives and Indicators (O&I)

Goal: To strengthen orientation throughout the CO
continuum

Key question: What do refugees need to know to 
successfully resettle?

Knowledge, skills, attitudes

Before resettlement and during the R&P period

Two documents:

~ Overseas CO O&I

~ Domestic CO O&I



Why were CO O&I documents developed?

Establish clarity regarding CO messages

Facilitate continuum between overseas and 
domestic CO

Guide development of resources 
(curricular, assessment, staff training)



How are CO O&I to be used?

Full document: Knowledge, skills, and attitudes 
(KSA) of O&I to be conveyed to refugees during 
orientation (overseas and R&P period)

Alignment with Welcome book 
and R&P CO Curriculum

Reflects what should be 
taught, not what should/can 
be assessed



Building Block 2: R&P CO Curriculum
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R&P CO Curriculum
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Assessment Toolkit

Model CO assessment

 Instructions for the model assessment

General how-to (frequently-asked questions)



Model Assessment

11 questions

Assesses understanding of CO concepts

Will be translated into major languages

 Is one tool that may be used by agencies to 
evaluate the effectiveness of CO



Model Assessment



Model Assessment

Questions based on indicators from the domestic 
(R&P) CO Objectives & Indicators

Selection of questions

− Critical to survival

− Sampled a broad range of CO topics

− Could create valid questions (meaningful, non-
ambiguous, and closely related to the indicator of interest) 



Assessment Purpose, Design & Use

Assessment 
Purpose

(What you want 
to know)

Assessment 
Design

(Format and 
types of 

questions)

Assessment 
Use 

(What 
decisions will 
you make with 

the data)



Assessment Purpose, Design & Use

The purpose of the model CO assessment is

 To ensure all refugees are able to demonstrate 
basic competencies and messages

 To be able to identify groups of refugees that 
are not able to demonstrate basic 
competencies (if any)

Purpose

DesignUse



Assessment Purpose, Design & Use

The model CO assessment was designed to be 
administered

 To one participant at a time

Orally (both questions and answers)

Once per participant

 In one sitting

 At the completion of R&P CO

Purpose

DesignUse



Assessment Purpose, Design & Use

The open-ended, oral interview format was 
chosen because

 It provides participants maximum opportunities 
to demonstrate what they know

 It elicits correct answers through prompts and 
partial credit

 It allows for a range of correct answers 
depending on individual or local circumstances

 It is an easy-to-understand format for 
participants who may be unfamiliar with 
Western testing practices

Purpose

DesignUse



Assessment Purpose, Design & Use

The intended uses of the model CO assessment 
are 

 To demonstrate the effectiveness of CO in the 
short-term (understanding and retention of 
concepts) or to indicate a need for overall 
program improvement

 To point to areas for further investigation 
(topics, populations, program implementation 
models) 

Purpose

DesignUse



Assessment Purpose, Design & Use

The intended uses of the model CO assessment 
are 

 To demonstrate the effectiveness of CO in 
the short-term (understanding and retention 
of concepts) or to indicate a need for 
overall program improvement

Purpose

DesignUse

“XX% of participants score at Y level or above”

(Benchmarks to be determined)



Assessment Purpose, Design & Use

The intended uses of the model CO assessment 
are 

 To point to areas for further investigation 
(topics, populations, program 
implementation models) 

Purpose

DesignUse

“90% of participants get question X incorrect.”

“Participants from X ethnic group have an average score of 6.8 

compared to an overall average of 9.5.”

“Participants who participated in the [XYZ] program outscored those 

who participated in the [ABC] program by 2 to 1.”



Assessment Purpose, Design & Use

Some things to be aware of regarding use and 
design 

 The test must be administered in roughly the 
same way at the same point in time for each 
participant if you want to average the scores of 
multiple participants and compare average 
scores across participant groups and over time

 The easier the test is, the less useful the test 
data is for comparisons (but it may still be 
useful for demonstrating basic competencies)

Purpose

DesignUse



Assessment Purpose, Design & Use

Some things that the model CO assessment was not designed 
to do 

 Show which participants exceed basic competencies and 
develop high levels of understanding of CO concepts

 Indicate which broad CO topics (e.g., education, health) 
should undergo curricular revision, however

− Results may point to areas for further investigation

− Instructors may want to reteach the specific concept 
covered in the question

 Label individuals as passing or failing

− May be used to flag individuals who require additional 
support 

 Demonstrate long-term impact of CO



Adaptability of the Assessment

 Locally-relevant terms (subway/metro/BART)

 Administered in English or other languages

 Questions should be read verbatim (with substitutions only as 
indicated, such as names of local institutions), but prompts do 
not need to be read verbatim (instructions allow for unlimited 
rephrasing/defining of vocabulary to ensure comprehension)

 Use 

− Who is assessed?

− Who conducts the assessment?

− How many people are assessed?

− When are participants assessed?

− How are data stored, analyzed, and shared?

− What additional data are collected to contextualize findings?



Prompts and Right/Wrong Answers

Correct/incorrect/prompt guidelines are general and 
do not include all possible scenarios

Partial credit should only be awarded where 
indicated. Credit should not be awarded for answers 
that are “close,” although in many cases there are 
prompts that can be asked to allow respondents to 
be more specific or to try again

Prompts are used if

− Participant misunderstood the question

− Response is too vague

− Participant indicates the question is not applicable



Prompts and Right/Wrong Answers

Overall instruction: Participants may be given a 
prompt in any situation where their initial response 
is that the question is not applicable to them

− Provided already for some questions

− Example where not provided: What is one 
reason why it is important to learn English? 
(Worded in the abstract but if participant says 
s/he already speaks English, may offer a 
second chance.)



Piloting and Feedback

CAL will ask a select number of agencies to be 
pilot sites for the assessment in the spring of 2014

CAL will collect general feedback about the 
assessment in the coming months

The assessment may be modified in the summer 
of 2014 based on piloting and other feedback



Ongoing Resource Development and Next Steps

Rollout of R&P Curriculum

Rollout of the CO Assessment tools

Staff Training 

Supporting Materials



Question and answer
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CAL Resources
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www.culturalorientation.net


